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Dear Counsel and Mr. Cruz Rivera:
We have before us the referenced application (the “Application”) for Commission consent to the
involuntary assignment of the license of Station WEGA(AM), Vega Baja, Puerto Rico (the “Station”),
from A Radio Company, Inc. (“A Radio”) to Carmelo Santiago Roman (“Roman”), President and 100 per
cent owner of VI/MAN Broadcasting System Corp. (“VI/MAN”). We also have before us a Petition to
Deny the Application (the “Petition”), filed by A Radio on February 9, 2012.1 For the reasons stated
below, we dismiss the Application as patently defective.2
Background. The Application arises out of a Puerto Rico court-ordered judgment against the
licensee, A Radio. To satisfy the judgment, in October 2011, the Free Associated State of Puerto Rico
Court of First Instance Court of Bayamon (the “Court”) issued an “Order” and “Writ of Attachment of
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Personal Property” (“Order and Writ”)3 directing that A Radio’s personal property – cash, goods in the
possession of third parties, bank accounts, stocks, motor vehicles, income from the rental of the Station,
the Station’s license, commissions, and other funds in sufficient amounts to satisfy a judgment in the sum
of $172,000 – be attached and delivered to Otoniel Cruz Rivera, as court-appointed “bailee” (“Rivera”)
pending a final court order.4
On January 19, 2012, A Radio filed a motion with the Court seeking relief from the Order and
Writ. On February 6, 2012, the Court granted a stay in the proceedings until mid-March 2012 to allow
VI/MAN to respond to A Radio’s allegations.5 To our knowledge, the motion remains pending.
On February 9, 2012, A Radio filed the Petition, raising several arguments in opposition to the
assignment of the Station’s license to Roman. First, A Radio questions the validity of the Application in
light of the fact that the Order and Writ captions VI/MAN as a party to the proceeding while the
Application captions Roman as Assignee.6 Next, A Radio argues that the Application is premature and
should be dismissed because the Order and Writ is still being contested in the Court.7 Finally, A Radio
asserts that its dispute with VI/MAN and Roman is a private contractual matter properly before the Court
in Puerto Rico and that the “FCC lacks jurisdiction to decide the underlying dispute.”8
In Opposition, Roman argues that the Application correctly lists him as “Assignee” because as
president and 100 per cent owner of VI/MAN, he “has full authority regarding the disposition of company
assets.”9 Roman contends that the Commission should reject the Petition or “hold deliberation of the
Petition in abeyance pending the outcome of the court proceedings.”10 In Reply, A Radio argues that due
to the stay issued by the Court, the Application must be dismissed because “an applicant cannot file an
application [for assignment] on the possibility of success in a local court.”11
Discussion. The Commission's long-standing policy is to accommodate the actions of state
courts, thereby avoiding conflicts between state and federal authority, unless a public interest
determination under the Act would compel a different result.12 Indeed, the U.S. Supreme Court has stated
that “the principle of fair accommodation between State and Federal authority . . . should be observed” if
the state's laws “can be effectively respected while at the same time reasonable opportunity is afforded for
the protection of that public interest” which underlies licensing decisions.13 The Commission thus defers
to judicial determinations in many areas, including bankruptcy matters, private disputes, and the
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interpretation and enforcement of contracts for the sale of a broadcast station. The Commission, however,
retains exclusive authority to license broadcast stations,14 and when a state court’s decision is contrary to
Commission policy, the Commission is neither bound by the state court order nor need take action to
allow the order to be carried out.15
It is well established that a broadcast license does not confer a property right, but rather is a
valuable privilege to utilize the airwaves.16 As the Commission has stated, “[t]he extraordinary notion
that a station license issued by this Commission is a mortgageable chattel in the ordinary commercial
sense is untenable.”17 Rather the Commission has repeatedly observed that a “license, as distinguished
from a station's physical assets, is not subject to a mortgage, security interest, or lien, pledge, attachment,
seizure, or similar property right.”18 Moreover, broadcast licenses are subject to certain limitations,
including the statutory requirement to obtain the Commission’s prior consent to a proposed assignment or
transfer.
Here, the Order and Writ is facially inconsistent with the Commission’s policy prohibiting
attachment of a station license. Indeed, the Order and Writ specifically directs the attachment of the
Station’s license.19 In these circumstances, the Commission’s general deference to state court orders is
not warranted. We find that the Court’s attachment of the Station’s license exceeded its authority and to
this extent the Order and Writ is void ab initio as violative of the Act and Commission policy.20
We also note that the Application here is filed as a “short form” application (filed on FCC Form
316), which is reserved for certain involuntary or pro forma assignments and transfers. In cases of
bankruptcy or receivership, the Commission permits trustees or receivers to hold licenses on a temporary
basis pending disposition of station assets,21 and the Commission specifically authorizes the use of FCC
Form 316 in those contexts.22 In this case, the Order and Writ appoints Rivera as “bailee” of the attached
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property “under the control of the plaintiff [VI/MAN],”23 and the Application specifies A Radio as
Assignor and Roman as Assignee. A proposed transaction that, as here, involves a “substantial change in
ownership or control” must be filed on either an FCC Form 314 or 315, as appropriate,24 and subject to
the petition to deny procedure set forth in Section 310(d) of the Act.25 Therefore, we find that the
Application was submitted on an incorrect FCC form and for this reason, too, it must be dismissed.
Conclusions/Actions. Accordingly, for the reasons set forth above, IT IS ORDERED, that the
Application (File No. BAL-20120106AAD) for consent to assign the license of Station WEGA(AM),
Vega Baja, Puerto Rico, from A Radio Company, Inc., to Carmelo Santiago Roman, IS DISMISSED as
patently defective pursuant to 47 C.F.R. § 73.3566.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, that the February 9, 2012, Petition to Deny filed by A Radio
Company, Inc., IS DISMISSED AS MOOT.
Sincerely,

Peter H. Doyle
Chief, Audio Division
Media Bureau
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